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This 2014 edition of the popular book helps you ace the notary public exam and become a more
professional practicing notary public. The following are seven reasons why you should use this book
to prepare for the exam: 1. The author is a recognized expert at preparing candidates for civil
service exams, with more than 25 years experience. 2. The book utilizes the flash card method of
subject presentation and studying which has a long history of success. 3. Highlights of the laws
which simplify legal terminology are included. 4. The book also provides edited sections of the laws
on the scope of the notary exam - for a deeper understanding. 5. Quick Questions in flash card
format help you memorize important facts. 6. Multiple Choice Questions help you to connect
important aspects of the law. 7. Practice exams help you to further sharpen up for both the format
and subject matter of the notary exam. Prepare for success! Use this book now - and during your
notary public career.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Reader comments on prior Edition Â "Straight forward
book. Doesn't waste your time with useless info. If you want to pass, get this book. I'm glad I did!"
"Really helps to prep for this exam without taking any special course! This book will save you time
and money." "Great study guide. It helped me to pass the test on the first try. What more needs to
be said. I Highly recommend this book." "I recommend it. It helped me pass the exam. Just got my
results Saturday. Study the definitions well and you will pass too. The sample tests were very
helpful." "I bought this for my employees to review before they take the Notary exam. They thought
it was very helpful and passed the test in one try." "I like the structure of this book. It breaks things
down by "highlights" of the laws and then has more detailed explanations. All the need to know
vocabulary is listed in another section. The book gives a lot of practice questions, which really
helped me prepare for the exam. I bought the Kindle version and my favorite part is that for each
practice question, the answer was listed on the next page so no annoying flipping to the end. For
the practice exams, the answer key had not only the correct answers, but what section of law the
answers were from so you can easily spot your weak point." "I was shocked. I have a bachelor's,
masters & 30 & above in college credits - usually you have to go thru big cumbersome textbooks not this - to the point, easy, plenty of practice tests & definitions -covers all the information you will
need." "VERY helpful! I had so much trouble with the wording in the official "Notary Public License
Law" booklet. I went to college for mostly design and liberal arts, so I had never studied anything
like this before. I was so lost within the paragraphs of legal jargon and it was difficult to extract the
message they were trying to convey. This book translated the License Law booklet into a
comprehendible study guide." "I highly recommend this book if you want to pass the exam on your
first try!"Â
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Great book, easy to absorb, and good format. The practice tests were spot-on and helped me pass
with no problem. The wording is simplified, so I could easily understand the laws that were being
discussed without getting too lost in dense legalese.

This was the only book I used to study for the notary exam and passed the first time. This book
really simplifies the laws/rules making it much easier to study. The practice questions were also
really helpful!

If you want to pass the NYS Notary Public exam on the first try, this is the book you need. No other
material necessary. I read the book twice and took both practice exams in the back and passed the
exam on the first try. The license law is given to you both in long and short format (on the Kindle
version which you can toggle between the two) and the questions are given to you in T&F, fill in, and
multiple choice. The best thing about the answers given is they reinforce the material by providing
additional information. In other words, the information is given to you in such a way that it's easy to
digest and memorize.

If you want to pass the exam on the first time, buy this book. I read/studied a bit each day prior to
taking the exam. I found the exam very easy and passed on my first try. You don't get a numeric

score back; they just tell you if you pass or fail, but I felt comfortable with every single question on
the exam and doubt I got anything wrong. All thanks to this book. I used no other study guides
besides this book. Buy it and skip all the other nonsense!

Turned out to be an excellent study tool. Makes the Notary Law easy to understand. I read it cover
to cover, quizzing myself around 10 times. Passed on the first try!!! But the actual test was harder
than I thought it would be. The 40 multiple choice questions are worded differently than in this book
that lead you to doubt yourself. They give it a twist. Go with your gut. You studied hard. You know
your stuff. And memorize the fees. Good luck!!!

If you're looking for a book to help you study and properly prepare you look no further. I used this
book to study and pass the notary test on my first try. Book has a great format, easy to understand
and the test are an excellent study guide. I was nervous when I purchased this book, but I sat down
to take my exam and didnt miss a beat. Finished my exam in 20 minutes

Read the book, which listed information that was on the test, that was not in the State download
study guide. Passed it the first time!

this book is all you need!dont waste your time reading from the dmv sitepassed on the first
timequestions are just like the exam!
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